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Equity Markets 

 U.S. stocks experienced very low daily volatility last week despite a slew of major political events 
including legislation over Government funding and health care. Apple Inc. drove the weekly gain 
in all three major indexes, jumping 3.7%, despite its quarterly revenue missing estimates. 

 4/28 Close 5/5 Close Change 
Dow Jones 20,941 21,007 Up 0.3% 
S&P 500 2,384 2,399 Up 0.6% 
NASDAQ 6,048 6,101 Up 0.9% 
KBW Bank Index 91.24 92.64 Up 1.5% 
    

Financials 

 Regulators closed one additional bank last week, bringing year-to-date closures to five. 

 UBS Group AG paid $445 million last week to settle claims from the National Credit Union 
Administration that the bank contributed to the collapse of corporate credit unions by selling 
them faulty mortgage-backed securities, according to NCUA regulators. 

 U.S. bank regulators have more than doubled its claim against Bank of America Corp. over 
allegations the bank short-changed the federal fund that insures depositors. The FDIC is now 
seeking approximately $1.1 billion against the second biggest U.S. bank over unpaid premiums. 

 Fannie Mae said it expects to make a $2.8 billion dividend payment to the U.S. Treasury in June 
after reporting a first-quarter profit driven by a relatively stable mortgage market and a 
continued decline in delinquencies. 

Credit Markets  

 Treasury yields rose last week after the Fed’s reinforced expectations for a June rate hike were 
further supported by a stronger-than-expected jobs report. 

 4/28 Close 5/5 Close Change 
3 month Tsy 0.80% 0.90% Up 10 bps 
2 year Tsy 1.28% 1.32% Up 4 bps 
5 year Tsy 1.81% 1.89% Up 8 bps 
10 year Tsy 2.29% 2.36% Up 7 bps 
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Treasury/Fed/Administration/Congress 

 Federal Reserve officials left interest rates unchanged last week while signaling they’ll look past
a recent deceleration in U.S. economic growth. The Fed remains on course to raise rates in June
and once more later in the year.

 Former Fed Chairman Ben Bernake said President Trump’s plans to cut personal tax rates
appear ill-timed and may do little to spur a higher rate of economic growth. “Why not think
about improving the efficiency of the corporate tax code, or doing infrastructure that I think
would have more direct effects on supply and potential output than a personal tax cut?” he said.

 A major overhaul of the Dodd-Frank Act took a step forward as the House Financial Services
Committee approved it in a party-line vote last week. The full House could vote to pass the bill
later this month with the support of Speaker Paul Ryan, but its prospects in the Senate are
dimmer.

Economy 

 The April jobs report reflects positive news for the labor force in nearly every sector; the
unemployment rate fell to 4.4%, the lowest level in the past 10 years, and 211,000 jobs were
added during the month following a disappointing March with only 79,000 new jobs. Wage
growth was a soft spot in the report with a 2.5% year-over-year gain in average hourly earnings,
the weakest since August.

 U.S. consumer spending was flat in March for a second straight month and the overall monthly 
inflation rate fell for the first time in a year, confirming the weak domestic demand in the first 
quarter.

 While coming in below estimates, personal income growth was the more encouraging feature of
the March income and spending report, rising 0.2%, following a 0.3% rise in February.
“Continued job growth and rising incomes should make the drop in first-quarter spending an
anomaly”, according to the chief financial economist at Jefferies Group.

 Total construction spending fell 0.2% in March, trailing the 0.4% increase expected by
economists; however, the decline comes on the back of a sizable upward revision in February –
1.8% vs. 0.8% previously estimated. The positive report confirms the sector’s solid contribution
to overall economic growth in the first quarter.

This Week 

Economic data scheduled to be released this week include import and export prices, consumer and 
producer prices, retail sales and inventories. 

Quote 

“Beware lest you lose the substance by grasping at the shadow.” 

- - Aesop 

The source for the information above is Bloomberg News unless otherwise noted. 


